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Budapest, 12 August, 2016 

Corruption perception and media consumption of the 

Hungarian youth 

Executive Summary 

Transparency International Hungary carried out a research about the sensitivity of young people 

towards corruption in July 2016. This survey has also examined the connection between media 

consumption and perceptions of public corruption. In the frame of the research Publicus 

Institute surveyed five hundred people between the age of 18 and 29, while associates of 

Corvinus University’s (BCE) Communication and Behavioural Sciences Institute organised 

focus groups with 31 participants of the same age cohort.  

The research aimed, on the one hand, to measure the corruption perceptions and experiences of 

Hungarian citizens between 18 and 29 years of age in a way that is comparable with the results 

of previous surveys. On the other hand, the research endeavoured to reveal connections between 

the media consumption habits of the youths and the peculiarities of their opinions about 

corruption. According to the research hypothesis, there is a casual connection between 

individual patterns of media consumption and sensitivity towards news about corruption.  

We can conclude that in the participants’ perception, corruption is pervasive nationwide and it 

has seriously intruded into politics, whereas the persons surveyed judged their immediate 

environment much cleaner. Respectively, 80% and 77% of the respondents thought that 

corruption was high nationwide and in the politics, while only 22% said the same about 

corruption in his or her immediate environment. This may be reasoned through the distinction 

perceived between systemic or grand corruption, and ordinary graft. The former usually aims 

to gain profits and it results when large sums of money are at stake, as opposed to everyday 

corruption, which mostly appears in the form of small favours. While people condemn grand 

corruption, they tend to accept petty corruption. Sometimes they don’t even consider favours 

of smaller value corruption because they think that an acceptable desire to be prosperous 

legitimises these forms of trading in influence.   

More than half of the participants has direct experience of corruption. Health care services and 

policing seem to be particularly exposed to high levels of perceived corruption, with 39%, and 

29% of respondents reporting experience of graft, respectively. Four out of five persons 

surveyed (84%) say it is unacceptable to tolerate endemic corruption. On the other hand, 

according to young adults it is difficult to succeed without corruption in Hungary. 63% of the 

participants do not think that sincere and fair people have the same chance in life as those who 

lack these qualities. Two-third of them believes that corrupt people have a realistic prospect of 

success compared to those who abstain from corruption. The proportion of those who believe 

that corruption is essential in Hungary to succeed has diminished since 2012, but the majority 

of people still thinks this way. 

More than half of the research participants hold the media responsible for raising awareness. 

Only a quarter of the participants think that this is the European Union’s task, and, respectively, 

only 17% and 14% believe that it is the job of the parties of the opposition and non-

governmental organisations to bring corruption to the attention of our society.  
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Besides corruption scandals indicated in the survey – for example: erection of football stadiums, 

scandalous mismanagement of national assets by Hungary’s Central Bank and its foundations, 

questionable government contracts awarded to the think tank Századvég Foundation in the 

value of more than HUF 4 Billion – most of the participants identified  politicians’ questionable 

enrichment, suspicious government tenders awarded to relatives or friends of public decision 

makers, and wrongful absorption of European Union funding as corruption. 

Exactly two-third of the persons surveyed claimed that they would report corruption if they 

faced it. Compared to the outcome of the 2012 survey, there is a significant improvement in 

this field. This leads to the conclusion that among young adults the sensitivity towards 

corruption advances. Four years ago only a quarter of the participants would have reported 

corruption, had she or he come across it, while the majority of those, who would not report 

graft, believed it was not worth doing so or they were afraid of retaliation  for such a report. 

40% of those who would still not report corruption thought it would be in vain, while 32% 

believes such a report would result in some kind of retaliation even today. The majority of the 

participants thinks it is not worth reporting everyday corruption, and they believe that high 

profile corruption goes unsanctioned.  

Two-third of Hungarians between 18 and 29 years of age regards websites as primary source 

of information on politics. Behind internet news portals, television is only the second most 

frequently watched news media with its share of 42%, whereas Facebook and other social media 

platforms (e.g. Twitter) only have an 18% share. Radio stations’ share of 12% hardly exceeds 

that of the print media (10%). 40% of the members of the observed age group never  read a 

single printed newspaper or magazine.  People rather use computers and smartphones instead 

of television to gather information. To best satisfy their needs, Hungarians between 18 and 29 

years of age are more inclined to follow fresh and quick media outlets and news and, logically, 

online sources, than to consume thorough background information. Although the observed age 

group’s knowledge on the notion of corruption is deep, their opinion on certain sectors’ 

infestation significantly differs. In young people’s view, politicians and the members of the 

judicial branch are threatened by corruption the most, while in their judgement nurses, ticket 

controllers, college instructors and fixers are rather difficult to bribe.  

As to the reliability of the different types of media, young people trust international news 

channels and national magazines the most, even though they only follow the latter in significant 

proportions. They are peculiarly distrustful towards news published on Facebook, and the 

motivation of their consumption is ambivalent as well:  6% of the time they only read these 

kind of news because they are interested in the title or the first three lines, 12% because they 

are more interested in the comment section than in the actual article. Entertainment and 

obtaining information interweave in general; direct “news hunters“ are hard to come by in this 

generation, they usually consume political contents in the same package as entertainment. The 

reason behind this phenomenon, besides editing practices leaning towards infotainment, is that 

young people get easily overdosed by news about internal politics including corruption 

frequently staying away from these kind of news for days even weeks in some instances 

afterwards.  

The role of the media in reporting about corruption is controversial for numerous reasons. The 

focus group research showed that journalists and editors might be accused of being biased. 

People reasoned this by the idea that journalists and editors are afraid of losing their jobs, still, 

they expect from the media to further strengthen investigative capacities. Nonetheless, the 

corruption cases showcased by the media, are hard to process for the average citizens because 

they are complex and a one finds corruption stories in indigestibly large quantities.  People can 
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hardly interpret malpractices and wrongdoings amounting to hundreds of Millions or Billions 

of Forints. The frequent news about corruption only create disinterest rather than making people 

more receptive for the problem. Members of the focus groups repeatedly mentioned that 

reporting on abuses in excess made it hard to comprehend who stole and how much exactly.  

In the opinion of young people, it is the main function of the ‘new media’ (including internet, 

mobile communications, and other digital communication technologies) to keep corruption high 

on the public agenda, and raise people’s awareness. They also think it is convenient to share 

anonymous evidence via social media, but most of them would do it cautiously to avoid 

consequences. Only two people out of the 31 people participating in the focus group said that 

they follow the achievements of investigative websites, visit forums, Facebook pages and 

groups about corruption. The research showed that young people, being mostly college 

educated, urban, working full time or besides studying, who surf the internet more than two 

hours a day are more sensitive to news about corruption. At the same time, they are also exposed 

to the threat of over-consumption of news and the consequent burn-out. These citizens watch 

the least television, and they are the most critical about news broadcasted about corruption. The 

Hungarian youth considers online news websites the least biased compared to other media 

outlets.  There are evident controversies regarding the news about corruption published in social 

media. About half of the respondents use social media to gain information about corruption, 

while the rest of them considers this media the least trustworthy in corruption issues.  One thing 

that is common for the members of this age group is the rejection of public (state) television 

and radio. People between 18 and 29 years of age do not think of public service media as reliable 

sources of information on corruption. 

Those who use the internet more intensely, tend to report corruption cases the most, however, 

similarly to those who use the internet less, they do not foresee actual consequences regarding 

their reports. From those who claim to report corruption if facing it, frequent internet users are 

the ones who are less concerned about retaliation.  

The study showed that the numerous new media tools (encrypted file sharing system, 

anticorruption themed groups, websites sharing investigations, etc.), could only be successful 

and raise the consciousness of citizens, if the media platform becomes personal. Such 

personalization can be achieved through providing more ‘playful’ platforms, development of 

applications and establishing anonym communities. 

 

 

 


